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With the increase of the scale of software development and its complexity, 
software testing becomes more and more difficult. Automated testing, a rising 
technique in software testing industry, can efficiently decrease the difficulty. It is the 
ultimate means to this end. If employed correctly, it could take over a great amount of 
heavy work from manual testing, e.g., in regression test and performance test, hence 
shortening the software QA lifecycle and cutting the cost without losing high quality 
of product. 
Currently, most banks, insurance companies and airlines have established 
professional testing teams and bought (or will buy) some automatic testing tools. But 
because of their limitations, traditional testing tools are not used very often. Thus, it is 
urgent that automatic testing tools be employed. Testing Platform can separate work 
flows from implementing details, therefore, business staffs or test analysts will focus 
on test designing to make automatic testing easier to use, shortening implementing 
time and improving its coverage as well as effectiveness. 
Today more and more application programs work with graphic user interface 
(GUI). In order to support the test of those applications, a superior software testing 
tool is supposed to capture user’s operations and be able to automatically replay them 
after the code has been modified for efficient regression testing of the applications. 
This thesis studies on capturing user’s events and implementing playback techniques. 
Capturing and playback are both automatic black-box testing methods. The former 
records every operation steps of users while the latter translates processes described in 
scripts into operations shown on the screen, recording the output of the tested system 
and comparing it with previous standard output. After scripts are generated in the way 
of capturing and playback, the system creates multiple virtual users simultaneously 
under uniform management. Moreover, it runs scripts, oversees the performance of 
















Therefore, it can perform load testing of applications by imitating hundreds of users 
on a small number of computers. 
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